Leprosy transmission in Bahia, 2001-2015: modeling based on Jointpoint regression and spatial scan statistics*
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Abstract

Objective: to describe the trend and the spatial distribution of leprosy in the state of Bahia, Brazil, 2001-2015. Methods: this was a mixed ecological study of epidemiological indicators of leprosy; Jointpoint regression was used for the temporal analysis, while spatial scan statistics were used to identify clusters of the disease; the trend was classified as stationary, increasing or decreasing; we calculated the annual percent change (APC) and average annual percent change (AAPC). Results: there was a reduction in prevalence (AAPC = -5.6; p<0.001), treatment dropout (AAPC = -13.7; p<0.001), and females with leprosy (AAPC = -0.6; p<0.001); the new grade II case coefficient (AAPC = 2.7; p<0.001) and the proportion of multibacillary cases (AAPC = 2.2; p<0.001) showed a growing trend; spatial distribution was heterogeneous and concentrated in three regions in particular (north, west and south of the state), with variation between the indicators. Conclusion: persisting leprosy transmission in the state, late diagnosis and high hidden prevalence is suggested.
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Leprosy trends and spatial distribution in Bahia state

Introduction

Leprosy is still an important Public Health problem in developing countries and continues to be a challenge that has yet to be overcome. Its relevance lies not only in its persistence but also in the physical and social harm caused to the sick as well as in the very process of the neglect of this disease.

Worldwide, only Brazil has not yet achieved prevalence lower than 1 leprosy case per 10,000 inhabitants. This was considered to be the target for eliminating the disease by the end of the last century. Currently, in addition to being in first place in terms of prevalence (1.10/10,000 inhab. in 2016), Brazil is in second place after India with regard to the absolute number of new cases. In 2016 alone, 25,218 new leprosy cases were diagnosed in Brazil, 1,696 of which occurred in people under 15 years old.

Leprosy distribution among the Brazilian population is heterogeneous and found on different geographic scales. Whereas in Southern Brazil the detection coefficient in 2016 was 2.84 cases/100,000 inhab., in the country’s Midwest region it was 30.02 cases/100,000 inhab. The Northern region came in second place (28.70/100,000 inhab.), followed by the Northeast region (19.30/100,000 inhab.). Although the Northeast came in third place with regard to the detection coefficient among the general population, in absolute numbers this region accounted for the largest number of people with the disease, i.e. 43.5% of all cases in Brazil.

Methods

This was a mixed ecological study, since it brought together temporal and spatial dynamics. Its backdrop was the state of Bahia and its 417 municipalities. We chose a time series of 15 years comprising the period 2001-2015. Bahia is the largest state in Northeast Brazil and the fifth largest in Brazil in terms of its territorial extent, accounting for 36.33% of the area of the Northeast region and 6.63% of the Brazilian territory. It also has the country’s fourth largest population and the largest population in the Northeast: 14,016,906 inhab. in 2010.

We selected ten indicators for analysis in order to (i) monitor and evaluate the magnitude of the problem of leprosy in Brazil and (ii) evaluate the quality of services provided to patients, all of which are recommended by the Ministry of Health and provided for by Ministerial Ordinance No. 149, dated February 3rd 2016 (Figure 1).

We retrieved data on new cases from the National Notifiable Diseases Information System (SINAN) and excluded cases that had been closed owing to diagnostic error and duplication. The methodology used to calculate the indicator for each year of the series followed the recommendations of Ordinance No. 149/2016. In order to calculate the indicators for the total period, we took mean cases for the period/population in the middle of the period x 100,000.

Data treatment was done in two stages. The first consisted of analyzing the trends of the ten indicators selected, using the joinpoint regression model, i.e. segmented or with inflection points. This model tests whether a line of multiple segments is statistically better for describing the temporal evolution of data when compared to a straight line or a line with fewer segments. The regression model enables not only the indicator’s trend to be identified (stationary, increasing or decreasing) but also points where there are changes to this trend, as well as annual percent change (APC) and average annual percent change (AAPC). For each trend detected, we calculated the 95% confidence interval (95%CI) and a 5% significance level. We used Joinpoint software version 4.5.0.1 for this analysis.

The second stage consisted of spatial analysis of three indicators (overall detection coefficient, detection for those aged under 15 and coefficient for grade II physical disability) to detect clusters.
of municipalities with high risk of leprosy transmission. To this end we applied spatial scan statistics using the Poisson discrete probability model. This model enables not only identification of spatial clusters but also calculation of the relative risk of each of them.\(^9\)

The test used to identify clusters is based on the maximum likelihood method, the alternative hypothesis of which is that there is high risk inside the window compared to outside the window.\(^9\) Monte Carlo simulations (we used 999 permutations) were used to obtain the p-values. Clusters were considered to be significant when their p-value was <0.05. The analysis was conducted based on SatScan version 9.1. The thematic maps were prepared using QGIS 2.14.11.

**Figure 1 – Monitoring and evaluation indicators for leprosy magnitude, and evaluation indicators for the quality of services provided to leprosy patients in Brazil**
The study project was approved by the Federal University of Alagoas Research Ethics Committee: Certification of Submission for Ethical Appraisal (CAAE) No. 70943617.5.0000.5013; Opinion No. 2.212.723, dated August 10th 2017.

Results

The prevalence coefficient enabled mean endemicity to be classified for the state of Bahia throughout the entire period studied (Table 1). Analysis using the regression model showed significant reduction in the period 2001-2015 (AAPC = -5.6%; p<0.001), from 2.72 (in 2001) to 1.12 cases per 10,000 inhabitants in 2015 (Tables 1 and 2).

With regard to the leprosy incidence coefficient for the general population, endemicity was classified as very high for the period 2003-2007 and high in the remaining years. When comparing incidence in 2001 and in 2015, the rates are very similar (16.72/100,000 inhab. and 16.51/100,000 inhab., respectively), showing stationary temporal behavior in the period (Tables 1 and 2). The trend analysis showed two significant behaviors: growth between 2001 and 2004 (APC = 16.0%; p=0.02), and decline between 2004 and 2015 (APC = -5.0%; p<0.001) (Table 2).

In relation to the leprosy detection coefficient in those under 15 years old, in 2001, 2002, 2013 and 2014, endemicity was classified as high in this population. In the remaining years, endemicity in the state was classified as very high (Table 1). Two trends were found: the first was not significant (stationary), between 2001 and 2003 (APC = 25.4%; p=0.2), the second was a declining trend with effect from 2003 (APC = -2.9%; p<0.01). Taking the period as a whole, the trend was classified as stationary (APC = 0.7%; p=0.8). Notwithstanding, it must be highlighted that the detection coefficient at the beginning of the series was 4.71 per 100,000 inhab. while at the end of the series it had reached 5.88/100,000 inhab. (Tables 1 and 2).

Analysis of the coefficient for new cases with grade II disability showed little variation over the years, being in the region of 0.65/100,000 inhab. (in 2003) and 1.51 (in 2007). Whereas in the year 2001 the coefficient was 0.67/100,000 inhab., in 2015 it had reached 0.83/100,000 inhab. (Table 1). Two trends were found: an increasing trend between 2001 and 2007 (APC = 11.2%; p<0.001), and a stationary trend between 2007 and 2015 (APC = -3.2%; p=0.1). Differently to the previous indicators, when we analyzed the coefficient for new cases with grade II disability for the total period, we found a growing trend (APC = 2.7%; p<0.001) (Table 2).

With effect from 2007, the proportion of new cases with grade II physical disability was considered to be medium: between 5 and 10%. When comparing the indicator at the beginning and the end of the series, we found growth from 4.93 to 5.70% (Table 1). Stationary

### Table 1 – Epidemiological indicators for monitoring the process of leprosy elimination and evaluation of the quality of services provided to leprosy patients, Bahia, 2001-2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prevalence coefficient /10,000 inhabitants</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detection coefficient in the general population/100,000 inhab.</td>
<td>16.72</td>
<td>19.02</td>
<td>23.69</td>
<td>28.94</td>
<td>26.07</td>
<td>22.01</td>
<td>21.16</td>
<td>19.96</td>
<td>18.40</td>
<td>19.49</td>
<td>19.35</td>
<td>18.29</td>
<td>13.80</td>
<td>16.49</td>
<td>16.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detection coefficient in under 15 year-olds/100,000 inhab.</td>
<td>4.71</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>7.13</td>
<td>8.02</td>
<td>6.78</td>
<td>5.59</td>
<td>6.15</td>
<td>5.16</td>
<td>5.59</td>
<td>5.43</td>
<td>5.54</td>
<td>5.34</td>
<td>4.12</td>
<td>4.90</td>
<td>5.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient of new cases with grade II/100,000 inhab.</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% cases with grade II physical disability</td>
<td>4.93</td>
<td>4.68</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>3.71</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>7.88</td>
<td>6.28</td>
<td>5.69</td>
<td>5.65</td>
<td>5.91</td>
<td>6.53</td>
<td>6.69</td>
<td>6.57</td>
<td>5.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% female cases</td>
<td>51.57</td>
<td>50.45</td>
<td>51.65</td>
<td>52.89</td>
<td>51.00</td>
<td>50.36</td>
<td>49.38</td>
<td>48.17</td>
<td>48.22</td>
<td>48.72</td>
<td>48.66</td>
<td>46.41</td>
<td>48.70</td>
<td>47.81</td>
<td>49.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% multibacillary cases</td>
<td>48.82</td>
<td>46.47</td>
<td>41.88</td>
<td>39.08</td>
<td>45.03</td>
<td>47.79</td>
<td>48.14</td>
<td>48.14</td>
<td>52.97</td>
<td>50.22</td>
<td>55.12</td>
<td>58.15</td>
<td>60.60</td>
<td>62.00</td>
<td>62.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% cure</td>
<td>74.00</td>
<td>60.70</td>
<td>60.00</td>
<td>63.90</td>
<td>65.40</td>
<td>80.20</td>
<td>76.10</td>
<td>71.90</td>
<td>76.70</td>
<td>74.90</td>
<td>77.00</td>
<td>82.90</td>
<td>76.30</td>
<td>79.50</td>
<td>79.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% treatment dropout</td>
<td>9.62</td>
<td>5.60</td>
<td>7.25</td>
<td>7.26</td>
<td>5.83</td>
<td>6.57</td>
<td>7.04</td>
<td>6.19</td>
<td>5.49</td>
<td>5.45</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>4.47</td>
<td>3.72</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% examined contacts</td>
<td>55.80</td>
<td>57.40</td>
<td>44.20</td>
<td>43.30</td>
<td>38.00</td>
<td>39.80</td>
<td>42.40</td>
<td>57.70</td>
<td>56.70</td>
<td>56.80</td>
<td>60.60</td>
<td>62.30</td>
<td>64.20</td>
<td>68.70</td>
<td>71.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
patterns were found in the trend analysis, although there was greater variation in the indicator (Table 2).

The proportion of females with leprosy varied little over the time series. At the beginning and end of the series, the proportions found were 51.57% and 49.72%, respectively (Table 1). The trend analysis showed a statistically significant decline in the period (AAPC = -0.6%; p<0.001) (Table 2).

With regard to the proportion of multibacillary cases, we found that with effect from 2008 the indicator remained above 50% (Table 1). An increasing trend was identified in the period (AAPC = 2.2%; p<0.001) (Table 2).

The proportion of cured cases varied little between the beginning and the end of the time series, altering from 74.00% (2001) to 79.40% (2015), showing stationary behavior (AAPC = 0.7%; p=0.6) (Tables 1 and 2). Between the years 2001 and 2005 and again between 2008 and 2010, this indicator was considered to be precarious. The proportion of cured cases was only greater than 80% in two of the years of the series (2006 and 2012) (Table 1).

The proportion of leprosy treatment dropout reduced substantially over the period studied. Whereas at the beginning of the series (2001) treatment dropout was 9.62%, by the end of the series (2015) the proportion was 0.91%. Throughout the entire time series this indicator was classified as good (Table 1). However, the proportion of treatment dropout showed two significant trends of reduction: firstly in the period 2001-2013 (APC = -5.0%; p<0.01), and secondly between 2013 and 2015 (APC = -51.6; p<0.001). Taking the period as a whole, AAPC was -13.7% (p<0.001) (Table 2).

Finally, the proportion of contacts examined was the most irregular indicator over the period studied. In 2001, the proportion of contacts examined was 55.80%, while in 2015 it has reached 71.50%. This indicator was considered precarious in all the years of the series. The trend analysis found three temporal behaviors, two of which were statistically significant: the first was a decreasing trend between 2001 and 2005 (APC = -11.1; p<0.001), while the second was an increasing

---

Table 2 – Joinpoint temporal analysis of epidemiological indicators for monitoring the process of leprosy elimination and for evaluating the quality of services provided to leprosy patients, Bahia, 2001-2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Trend 1</th>
<th>Trend 2</th>
<th>Trend 3</th>
<th>Total period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prevalence coefficient /10,000 inhabitants</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-5.6(^d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detection coefficient in the general population/100,000 inhab.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% cases with grade II physical disability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% female cases</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.6(^d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% multibacillary cases</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.2(^d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% cure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% treatment dropout</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-13.7(^d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% examined contacts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) APC annual percent change.  
\(^b\) AAPC average annual percent change.  
\(^c\) 95%CI: 95% confidence interval.  
\(^d\) Significant trend (p<0.05).

---
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trend between 2008 and 2015 (APC = 4.2; p<0.001). Considering the period as a whole, the indicator showed a stationary pattern (AAPC = 1.3%; p=0.4) (Table 2).

Spatial scan statistics for the general population detection coefficient identified 15 statistically significant spatial clusters (Table 3), ten of which were considered to be hyperendemic, while five had very high endemicity. Cluster 9, comprised only of the municipality of Andaraí, had the highest relative risk (RR = 6.64; p<0.001) and the highest coefficient (131.8/100,000 inhab.). Cluster 1 came in second place and was comprised of five municipalities: Casa Nova, Remanso, Juazeiro, Sento-Sé and Sobradinho (RR = 5.30; p<0.001). Together, these municipalities recorded 608 cases in those under 15 years old, accounting for 17.72% of total cases recorded in the state in the period 2001-2015 (Figure 2).

Finally, when analyzing the coefficient for new cases with grade II physical disability at the time of diagnosis, we identified six statistically significant spatial clusters (Table 3). Andaraí formed part of cluster 6 and had the highest relative risk (RR = 5.52; p<0.001) and the highest coefficient (144.8/100,000 inhab.). In this age range, the municipality of Andaraí formed part of cluster 8. Standing out among the clusters comprised of more than one municipality was cluster number 2, located in the southern region of the state and comprised of 14 municipalities: Alcoçaba, Belmonte, Eunápolis, Guaratinga, Itabera, Itamirim, Itamaraju, Itapebi, Jucuruçu, Porto Seguro, Prado, Santa Cruz Cabrália, Teixeira de Freitas and Veredas. Together, these municipalities recorded 608 cases in those under 15 years old, accounting for 17.72% of total cases recorded in the state in the period 2001-2015 (Figure 2).

Table 3 – Statistically significant spatial clusters of leprosy detection coefficients in the general population, in those under 15 years old, and coefficient of new cases with grade II physical disability, Bahia, 2001-2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clusters</th>
<th>Detection coefficient in the general population/100,000 inhabitants</th>
<th>Detection coefficient in under 15 year-olds/100,000 inhabitants</th>
<th>Coefficient of new cases with grade II physical disability/100,000 inhabitants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Municipalities Coefficient/100,000 inhab. RR*</td>
<td>Municipalities Coefficient/100,000 inhab. RR*</td>
<td>Municipalities Coefficient/100,000 inhab. RR*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>94.6</td>
<td>5.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>63.5</td>
<td>3.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>60.9</td>
<td>3.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>51.2</td>
<td>2.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>63.9</td>
<td>3.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>60.3</td>
<td>3.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>73.3</td>
<td>3.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>67.7</td>
<td>3.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>131.8</td>
<td>6.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>1.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>1.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>46.9</td>
<td>2.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>30.9</td>
<td>1.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>1.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a) RR: relative risk (statistically significant when p<0.05).
Prado, Santa Cruz Cabrália, Teixeira de Freitas and Vereda. Together, these 16 municipalities reported 337 individuals with grade II physical disability at the time of diagnosis, accounting for 16.58% of all cases in the state in the period 2001-2015 (Figure 2).

**Discussion**

Our analysis of leprosy showed important facets of the process of becoming ill among infected individuals living in Bahia. In view of their complexity, this discussion combines temporal and spatial elements in order to explain the dynamics of leprosy transmission in the state.

The leprosy prevalence coefficient follows the declining pattern found on different levels, right from the global level to the local level, above all with effect from the implantation of multidrug therapy (MDT) and the international commitments taken on, including by Brazil, in addressing the disease. However, there is consistent evidence that this trend is a virtual phenomenon and not a real one. We refer to this process as ‘pseudo decline’ and suggest that it may be the result of high hidden prevalence of the disease, allowing one to defend that the true number of cases is even higher than those currently recorded on official information systems.5,10-11

The first set of evidence relates to the maintenance of the transmission chain in the state, shown by the analysis of the detection coefficients in the general population and in those under 15 years old.12-13 The stationary behavior of overall detection, different to the pattern found in other places in Brazil,12-13 and the fact of this indicator being practically the same at the beginning and the end of the series, contribute to supporting the thesis of active leprosy transmission in the state of Bahia.
In parallel, the spatial heterogeneity of these indicators, similar to that found in other places in Brazil, makes evident important aspects of this process. The concentration of areas of higher risk in the north/west strip and the southern region of Bahia may have two interpretations. The first relates to the process of how these regions have been formed, being characterized by large-scale migration of people in search of better living conditions in the north of the state (irrigation and irrigated fruit growing projects), in the west (grain production) and in the south (cellulose production and tourism). The ‘migration’ factor has already been indicated as an important determinant of the maintenance of the leprosy transmission chain.

These regions of the state have the greatest potential for development, influencing the availability of health services and people’s access to them. This may also justify the reduction in treatment dropout. The central area of the state of Bahia is characterized by being historically poor and may represent a pocket of hidden prevalence, i.e. a high number of undiagnosed people with leprosy. It does not appear to be true that leprosy is on the “edges” of the state and spares its central region, where the state’s worst living conditions are found, but rather that diagnosis is easier in the state’s perimeter than in its inner regions.

Among children (<15 years old) in the state, although the trend was found to be decreasing between 2003 and 2009 and stationary for the period as a whole, the coefficient for the last year of the series, 2015 (5.88/100,000 inhab.), was substantially higher than that found at the beginning of the series, 2001 (4.17/100,000 inhab.). Oscillations in leprosy in childhood were also found in the state of Mato Grosso and in Fortaleza, capital of the state of Ceará.

Persistence of leprosy in children is the most important indicator of the maintenance of the epidemiological transmission chain and reflects intense circulation of the infectious agent Mycobacterium leprae. A child with leprosy indicates that there is an undiagnosed and untreated adult. The existence of a cluster of high risk for this population in northeast Bahia (cluster 5), and the fact that this region does not appear to be of high risk for leprosy in the general population, points to high hidden prevalence in the adult population.

The second set of evidence relates to late diagnosis, in particular the significant increasing trend of the coefficient for new cases with grade II physical disability and the stability of the proportion of those already disabled at the time of diagnosis. These findings are corroborated by research conducted in the state of Mato Grosso. In the municipality of Fortaleza, Ceará, and in the state of Tocantins, studies found stability for both indicators.

The increasing trend of disabled people has to be viewed with concern. Late diagnosis appears to be even more serious in the state of Bahia, when compared to other regions in which this trend has been analyzed. As leprosy is a long-lasting disease, the presence of physical disability points to delayed diagnosis, hidden prevalence and failure of health services to identify cases.

In addition, the existence of clusters of the coefficient for new cases with grade II disability reinforces the existence of late diagnosis and hidden prevalence, indicating the most critical and highest priority areas for intervention. The north, northeast and southern regions of Bahia require urgent measures to be taken. In the far west of the state, although it is an area of high risk both for the general population and for children, the spatial scan analysis suggests that diagnosis occurs earlier there, given that we did not identify a cluster of physical disabilities in that region.

Late diagnosis is also reinforced by the increasing trend in the proportion of multibacillary cases and dimorphic and virchowian forms. These forms of infection are important in the transmission chain and substantially increase the risk of physical disabilities. Whereas at the beginning of the time series (2001), 48.82% of new cases were multibacillary, at the end of the series they accounted for two thirds (66.54%). Proportional increase in multibacillary cases has also been found in other Brazilian states, such as Mato Grosso, Pará and Tocantins, as well as in municipalities such as Ribeirão Preto, in the state of São Paulo, and Fortaleza.

Many factors may be associated with late diagnosis, in particular characteristics of the population itself, such as socio-economic conditions and neglect of one’s own health as well as characteristics related to health services, their poor availability and being hard to access. Another point that stands out is the weakness of health surveillance systems, especially in smaller municipalities, where passive detection is the main case detection mechanism.
Two further pieces of evidence draw attention. The first relates to the proportion of cured leprosy cases. Given that this disease can be completely curable and its treatment is free of charge in Brazil, the low proportion of cured cases, considered to be precarious in six of the years analyzed and regular in the remaining years, suggests shortcomings in patient follow-up. Non-cured individuals, apart from contributing to continuing transmission, can develop permanent physical disabilities, reactional states and drug resistance.26,27

The second piece of evidence relates to the percentage of contacts examined. This is an indicator of the capacity of health services to undertake surveillance of case contacts and thus increase timely detection of new cases. Over the time series, performance of contact examination oscillated between 38.00% (2005) and 71.50% (2015). This coefficient was classified as precarious (<75%) in all the years selected. In addition to this proportion being very low, the quality of the procedure must be questioned as it is often reduced to prescribing BCG vaccination.28 The impacts of this process include late diagnosis, maintenance of the transmission chain and the risk of physical disabilities.29 Although health teams may place little importance on contact examinations, they should be a priority in the fight to eliminate leprosy as a Public Health problem, not only for early identification of people with leprosy but also for identification of more susceptible contacts, including use of molecular tests.30

Even considering all the methodological care taken in developing this study, it is important to highlight the existence of limitations, including the use of secondary data the quality of which depends on correct input to information systems by municipalities. Weaknesses in record quality can be seen, especially in smaller municipalities where there are often difficulties with leprosy surveillance.13,14

We have demonstrated the complexity of the dynamics of leprosy transmission in the state of Bahia and the urgent need for public policies enabling actions to reduce hidden prevalence of the disease, favor early case diagnosis, adequate follow up of those with the disease and contact surveillance.
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